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The journey from "I to We 

 

It's been more than 4 months, getting back from Shodhgram, from one of my best life 

experiences. NIRMAN helped me realise where exactly my long-term Happiness lies! I 

got the courage to choose the less travelled path and the strength to strive, for getting on 

that path! I am now capable to decide and develop my own principles and values, trying to 

live on them as well. I learnt the importance of principles like Compassion, Equality, 

Injustice and Honesty. Amongst all that I learnt here, my best learnings are "To Reach 

Across, Go Deep" and "तझु ंकाय ते बोल, general assumption नकोय!" 

I wasn't selected in one go, but that made me think meticulously and seek more 

knowledge. Being with NIRMAN from 2018, I am fully enjoying this process of getting 

into a better version of myself. I am reading, I am thinking, learning, experimenting, 

observing, self-analysing n I am searching answers for my own questions. And NIRMAN 

made this journey the most exciting one. I have become a bit more thoughtful, more brave, 

more rational, more understanding, more joyous, less ignorant and less judgemental than 

before. NIRMAN gave me that long lost Confidence and the Direction. I have been 

working on knowing and accepting my Strengths and Weaknesses. Still in the Process, 

long way to go! 



It was a safe space for everyone, with the friendliest mentors one can ever get. Seeing 

everyone express themselves without any fear of judgement or being misunderstood was 

Bliss. Be it someone lightening their emotional baggage or someone accepting their 

ignorance or someone trying to share his/her perspective and insecurities. Or someone or 

someone trying to test his drive and searching for his/her Values. The cherishing 

friendships I got, the casual yet deep talks over tea, the inspirational n dynamic 

discussions, the enlightening sessions, the great Icons I got to know, the late night strolls 

alongside the lake, all the thought provoking activities we invested our minds n hearts in... 

made that 7-8 days memorable for me. 

 I think, all the confused n restless minds out there finding a purpose, a direction should 

definitely be a part of this revered family. Because, neither does our college teach about 

thought weapons and skills to face life nor does our College Katta provide the comfort to 

pour out all that bothers us. Anyone having the sense of belonging to the people, the 

society, wants himself to flourish n his Character to develop, who wants to live to the 

fullest, who has lot many questions for life, who thinks his happiness doesn't come with a 

Price Tag and the one who believes in CHANGE.....this is the right place for u! You will 

get to know many likeminded people, you will know the right kind of approach to take life 

decisions, you will know...How Amazing the journey from "I to We" can be! NIRMAN 

will help you get the Meaning in life..... 

'22 tak padhai 25 pe Naukri 26 pe Chhokri 30 pe bacche 60 pe retirement aur fir maut ka 

Intezaar'...Aisi ghisipiti life nahi jeena chahte ho to.... Join NIRMAN today. 

Apply Now 

For more details, please visit: 

http://www.nirman.mkcl.org 

#JoinNIRMAN 

#NIRMAN 


